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Here we experimentally demonstrate interaction-free measurements with electrons using a novel
electron Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The flexible two-grating electron interferometer is con-
structed in a conventional transmission electron microscope and achieves high contrast in discrete
output detectors, tunable alignment with independently movable beamsplitters, and scanning ca-
pabilities for imaging. With this path-separated electron interferometer, which closely matches
theoretical expectations, we demonstrate electron interaction-free measurements with an efficiency
of 14±1%. Implementing this quantum protocol in electron imaging opens a path toward interaction-
free electron microscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum bomb tester proposed by Elitzur and
Vaidman was named one of the seven wonders of the
quantum world because it exploits the nonlocality and
self-interference of a particle to non-interactively detect
an object [1, 2]. In this thought experiment, Elitzur and
Vaidman considered the use of an interferometer to de-
tect the presence of a bomb so sensitive that even a sin-
gle probing particle could trigger it. The interferometer
is configured such that the wavefunction of a probing
particle traverses a superposition of two paths that de-
structively interfere at one of the outputs, the dark port,
and constructively interfere at the other, the bright port
(Fig. 1(a)). The interference is disrupted if an opaque ob-
ject obstructs one of the interferometer paths, increasing
the probability of a detection event at the dark port - the
outcome corresponding to an interaction-free measure-
ment (IFM) of the object (Fig. 1(b)). Here we use a flex-
ible, path-separated electron interferometer with good
contrast between discrete output detectors to demon-
strate the first experimental IFM with electrons.

IFMs have been demonstrated experimentally with
photons [3], neutrons [4], and neutral atoms [5] but never
before with charged particles such as electrons, which
interact uniquely with matter and electromagnetic po-
tentials. Electrons can be focused to much finer length
scales, enabling widely used nanoscale and atomic res-
olution electron microscopies. Electron IFM configura-
tions have recently been proposed for high-resolution,
damage-free electron microscopy [6, 7], which would
improve imaging of radiation-sensitive samples such as
biomolecules [8]. Interaction-free imaging with photons
[9] has been shown to reduce the dose required to image
semitransparent phase and amplitude samples [10–15],
even in lossy experiments [16, 17]; these protocols could
revolutionize electron microscopy. Proposals to reduce
the electron dose to theoretical limits feature advanced
reillumination and multi-pass designs [18, 19] that require
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substantial advancements in electron optics. To progress
toward fully interaction-free designs, we developed a suit-
able electron matter wave interferometer to complete a
single-pass proof-of-principle experiment.

FIG. 1. Schematic of an optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(a,b) juxtaposed with the electron two-grating interferometer
(c). The first two schematics (a,b) illustrate the effect of an
opaque sample on the output of a Mach-Zehnder interferom-
eter.

Electron interferometers constructed using electro-
static biprisms as wavefront-dividing beamsplitters have
provided high-resolution phase images for decades [20–
22] in a technique called electron holography. Multiple
biprisms have been employed to provide separated path
geometries [23, 24]. However, these biprism beamsplit-
ters are not conducive to efficient IFMs because they do
not provide discrete interferometer outputs - in electron
holography the interference pattern is imaged directly.
In principle, an IFM could be demonstrated in such a
setup by defining the dark detector to be the narrow
strips along each dark trough of the sinusoidal interfer-
ogram, yet there would be an inherent tradeoff between
detection efficiency of IFM events and errant detections.
Efficient, real-time IFMs require an interferometer with
discrete outputs.

The earliest Mach-Zehnder electron interferometer
with discrete outputs was constructed of single crystals
[25]. Decades later, two crystals were imaged onto each
other in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) to
create an interferometer [26, 27], with more recent imple-
mentations built from a monolithic crystal [28, 29], but
these compact interferometers are not adjustable and are
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FIG. 2. Schematic of an electron two-grating interferometer in a TEM (not to scale) with the object removed (a) and inserted
(b), overlayed with ray diagrams. The detector coloring illustrates the selectable regions on the camera that define the bright
and dark output ports. The interferometer relies on nanofabricated diffraction gratings as beamsplitters, both blazed (c,d) and
binary (e,f). The full gratings (i) and capped cross-sections (ii) are shown; the red lines highlight the profiles muddled by the
platinum cap. All scale bars represent 400 nm. (d,f) Raw images of the diffracted outputs of the two gratings used in the
interferometer and their diffraction efficiencies below. The two-path interferometer is constructed by inserting an aperture, as
shown in (d).

difficult to use for imaging applications. Independently
adjustable nanoscale gratings were used in a custom low-
energy electron Mach-Zehnder interferometer [30]. Elec-
tron interferometers using a single phase grating as a
beamsplitter in a TEM achieved high-resolution imag-
ing by directly recording interference patterns [31, 32].
These experiments were made possible due to improve-
ments in nanofabricating diffraction grating holograms,
which are now more efficient and are precisely milled to
shape the electron beam [33, 34].

In this Letter, we construct and discuss a novel two-
grating electron Mach-Zehnder interferometer in a con-
ventional field emission TEM with discrete, complimen-
tary outputs like traditional optical Mach-Zehnder in-
terferometers (Fig. 1). We adjust the relative phase in
our interferometer and compare the output to both the-
ory and simulation. This electron interferometer has high
contrast in discrete output detectors, independently mov-
able beamsplitters, and scanning capabilities for imaging,
which opens doors for future electron interferometric re-
search and quantum measurement protocols. Here we
employ the flexible, path-separated electron interferome-
ter to demonstrate the first experimental IFM with elec-
trons.

II. FLEXIBLE TWO-GRATING
INTERFEROMETER

Modern TEMs provide a versatile, highly configurable
platform for coherent electron optics experiments [35].
Whereas an optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer uses
partially reflecting mirrors as beamsplitters and fully re-
flecting mirrors to redirect the separate paths, here we
use nanofabricated phase gratings as electron beamsplit-
ters and magnetic lenses to redirect the electron paths, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Both nanogratings consist of shaped
grooves milled to precise depths into free-standing, thin
silicon nitride membranes (Fig. 2(c,e)) [34]. Each grat-
ing is installed in an available TEM aperture which al-
lows the gratings to be independently manipulated in the
transverse plane.

Incident electron wavefunctions transmitted through
the input grating coherently divide into multiple diffrac-
tion orders. The input grating has a blazed profile that
forms two primary interferometer paths, the -1st and 0th

diffraction orders, of nearly equal current (Fig. 2(c,d)).
Positive diffraction orders with smaller amplitudes are
also present but are blocked with an aperture. Analyz-
ing the interaction (0th), reference (-1st) and negative
higher ordered probes, the input current to the interfer-
ometer splits such that 52± 3%, 46± 3% and 2± 1% is
diverted into each path, respectively. Thus, if an ob-
ject were present, the probability of an interaction is
Pint = 0.52±0.03. A magnetic lens after the input grating
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focuses these diffraction orders down to sharply peaked
probes at the interaction plane. The probe spacing for
this configuration is on the order of hundreds of nanome-
ters.

A second magnetic lens system defocuses and overlaps
the multiple paths, projecting the resulting interference
pattern onto the output grating. In this case, we chose
to use a symmetric binary phase grating for the output
beamsplitter designed to yield two primary diffraction
orders (-1 and +1) with the same angular separation as
those from the input grating (Fig. 2(e,f)). To reach the
necessary alignment conditions, the image of the input
grating formed by the interference of all diffraction orders
is projected onto the output grating such that 2p1 = p2,
where p1 and p2 are the pitches of the input and out-
put gratings, respectively. The interferometer output is
directly imaged using the final lenses to project the far
field diffraction pattern onto a scintillator screen opti-
cally coupled to a CCD at the bottom of the TEM col-
umn. For a more detailed description of the microscope
configuration see Appendix 1.

The far-field diffraction pattern from the aligned two-
grating configuration results in isolated beams that con-
structively and destructively interfere at the detector. As
the output grating is laterally shifted by a distance δx2,
the probability Pn of an event in each diffraction order n
is periodic over the interval, δx2/p1 ∈ [0, 1]:

Pn(δx2) ∝ TIn
2

[
1 + Vn cos

(
2πδx2
p1

+ φn

)]
(1)

where T is the coherent transmission coefficient of the
output grating, and In, Vn ∈ (0, 1], and φn are the cur-
rent, visibility, and phase, respectively. The nth output
diffraction order is determined by the Fourier coefficients
of the two phase gratings chosen during nanofabrication
[33, 34] and then measured experimentally (Fig. 2(d,f)).
We find that the second grating coherently transmits
T = 60 ± 3% of incident electrons. This is the main
source of inefficiency in our IFM experiment, but it can
be improved with refined gratings [34] or lossless diffrac-
tion elements [36, 37].

A dark port and bright port, similar to an optical
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, can now be established.
Because the blazed grating has an asymmetric output
and the binary grating has a symmetric output, it is the
−1 diffraction order that has highest contrast and com-
plete destructive interference. Thus the pixels of the de-
tector that enclose the −1 diffraction order up to halfway
to the adjacent diffraction orders are defined as the dark
port (DP) detector, such that PDP = P−1. All other pix-
els on the detector are labelled as the bright port (BP)
such that PBP =

∑
n6=−1 Pn (as denoted by the colored

regions on the left of Fig. 3). The position δx2/p1 of the
output grating is tuned such that the −1 diffraction or-
der at the detector is minimized, denoted by the vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Simulated (a,b) and experimental (c,d) output
diffraction profiles of a two-grating interferometer as the sec-
ond grating is moved relative to the projection of the top
grating. The relative grating shift is reported as a fraction of
the blazed grating pitch, δx2/p1. The left column (a,c) shows
the output currents for the object removed; the two-path case.
The right column (b,d) shows the output currents for the ob-
ject inserted; the one-path case. The colored regions on the
left illustrate the defined dark port (pink) and bright port
(gray) regions of the detector. The dashed, pink line illus-
trates an interaction-free measurement alignment. All values
are normalized to the maximum pixel current in the two-path
case. (e) The normalized dark port current as a function of the
relative grating shift. (f) The experimental diffraction profile
along the dashed, pink line with the dark port highlighted.

III. INTERACTION-FREE MEASUREMENT

To demonstrate IFMs, we use the edge of a platinum
aperture as the opaque target object that selectively
blocks one of the two interferometer paths, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). When the object (knife-edge) is inserted, the
rate of total events at the output decreases. Yet, the
number of events at the dark port increases due to there
no longer being destructive interference at the output;
the hallmark sign of quantum IFMs. Ideally, the output
diffraction pattern would be unvarying when shifting the
output grating with an object inserted. However, the
position of the second grating subtly modifies the out-
put diffraction pattern due to the interference between
the faint higher orders and the dominant reference path,
shown in Fig. 3(b,d). Regardless, the dark port events
increase significantly.
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Here we compare the dark and bright port events with
the object inserted and removed. All values are normal-
ized to the total detector intensity for the two-path case
and a one second exposure. All error bars are the stan-
dard deviation from multiple measurements at different
IFM alignments. As seen in Fig. 4, when the object is
removed, the dark port holds 1.2±0.1% of the events de-
tected during an exposure. When an object is inserted to
block one interferometer path, the dark port event rate
increases to 13.6 ± 0.2% relative to the two-path total
event rate.

FIG. 4. Normalized output currents of a properly aligned
two-grating interferometer with the object (a) removed and
(b) inserted. The top row contains raw images of the inter-
action plane with a mock aperture to illustrate the object’s
position. The bar chart displays the dark port (DP), bright
port (BP) and total (Tot) current in each configuration, nor-
malized to the maximum output of the two-path configuration
(Tot in (a)). The light gray bars show the expected outputs
from simulation. The error bars are the standard deviation
of multiple measurements in distinct alignments.

For each electron entering our interferometer when
an object is present, the outcome probability of a dark
port event (an IFM) is PDP = 0.082 ± 0.004, an in-
teraction event Pint = 0.52 ± 0.03, a bright port event
PBP = 0.20 ± 0.01, and an electron scattered out of the
experiment by the second grating is Ploss = 0.19 ± 0.02.
The probability PNI of no interaction and a dark port
detection count using multiple electrons or sample reillu-
mination [4] is PNI = PDP

∑∞
n=0 [PBP]

n
= 10.3 ± 0.5%.

In this initial demonstration, the incoherent scattering
significantly reduces the IFM signal, though this could
be minimized with improved beamsplitters or eliminated
with lossless diffractive elements [36, 38].

The probabilities reported above disregard the inef-
ficiency of the electron detector, which also results in
IFM signal loss. The detective quantum efficiency (DQE)
of our imaging detector at this beam energy can be
greater than 0.5 [39–42], but collecting multiple events
over longer exposure times provides better statistics.

Future experiments will use improved detectors with
single-electron sensitivity and a DQE approaching unity
[43–45]. For a given detector, our experiment demon-
strates that the fraction of detected events that can be
interaction-free [3] is η = PDP/(PDP + Pint) = 14 ± 1%.
Due to the incomplete suppression of the dark port dur-
ing alignment, there is a small probability error that a
dark port detection will misidentify the sample PE =
P SR
DP/P

SI
DP = 8.8± 0.7%, where SI and SR denote sample

inserted and removed, respectively.
Even with single-particle sensitivity and optimized

beamsplitters, an interaction event is more likely than
a dark port event in a single-pass IFM experiment; thus,
there is ongoing conversation about what constitutes an
”interaction-free” measurement [46]. We do not utilize
a single-electron source, but we emphasize that with a
beam current on the order of 50 pA and a longitudi-
nal coherence length on the order of microns, there was
about one electron in the microscope at a time. Record-
ing single-electron IFM events has diminished value given
a thermal source, though it can still enable reduced-dose
imaging [19]. Our detector is not capable of single elec-
tron detection, but the reported signal is directly pro-
portional to the rate of single electrons arriving at the
detector, analogous to previous IFM demonstrations us-
ing light [9]. The dark port signal is a record of electrons
that did not interact with the object yet indicate its pres-
ence, and thus reasonably demonstrates interaction-free
measurements.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this Letter, we report the first quantum bomb tester
with electrons. This was enabled by the inclusion of
two independently movable nanofabricated phase grat-
ings in a conventional TEM to create an electron Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. This versatile electron interfer-
ometer is path-separated at the sample and detector,
with high contrast in the discrete outputs. Furthermore,
the interferometer can be configured to incorporate scan-
ning, which enables interferometric imaging. The demon-
strated IFM efficiency η = 14± 1% (with an overall IFM
detection probability of PDP = 8.2%), is less than the
optimal efficiency (ηo = 33%) of a single-pass Mach-
Zehnder interferometer using 50/50 beamsplitters. How-
ever, it is a significant signal even with an error probabil-
ity of PE = 8.8± 0.7%. The undesired higher diffraction
orders produced by the holograms, unequal splitting into
the two interferometer paths, and incoherent scattering
at the second beamsplitter grating decrease the efficiency
of our system. Fortunately, the behavior of the inter-
ferometer is well-modeled using standard Fourier analy-
sis in linear optics, which provides a path to hone grat-
ing nanofabrication, increase the interferometer efficiency
and decrease the number of errant detections.

The flexible two-grating interferometer can be utilized
for inelastic interferometry, direct phase imaging [32],
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magnetic imaging [47, 48], Aharonov-Bohm experiments
[49, 50], and low-dose imaging [19, 51]. Furthermore,
the electron interferometer enables interaction-free
microscopy at the sub-nanometer length scale. The
interferometers dose limits for imaging beam sensitive
materials could be characterized [52] by looking at the
fading electron diffraction spots of a degrading material
[53–55] or by observing chemical changes using electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) [56] in materials such
as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). More advanced
multi-pass electron IFM implementations will reduce
the interactions to zero [6, 7, 18]. By applying quan-
tum protocols to TEM imaging, the tension between
high-resolution and damage-free imaging is reduced,
which opens a path toward imaging individual biological
structures at atomic resolution with negligible damage
[6, 7].
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APPENDIX 1: METHODS

This experiment was conducted in an FEI Titan 80-
300 TEM with a field emission source, operated at 80
keV. An FEI Helios Dual-beam FIB was used to mill the
input and output diffraction grating holograms into 50
nm thick silicon nitride membranes coated with a thin
charge alleviation layer. The input blazed grating had
a diameter of 50 µm and a pitch of 200 nm. The input
grating was inserted into the second condenser aperture.
The TEM condenser lens settings were adjusted to form
probes at the third condenser aperture, which was used as
the beam-blocking interaction object in this Letter. The
binary output grating had a diameter of 20 µm and a
pitch of 800 nm. The output grating was held by a single
tilt sample holder and inserted like a traditional TEM
sample, thus the second grating could be transversely
shifted similar to a sample. The objective lens was turned
off such that the objective aperture could be used to limit
the field of view. A 20 µm objective aperture was inserted
to select for the most coherent and well-aligned portion of
the overlapping gratings. The projection and diffraction
lenses were used to project the output diffraction pattern
of the overlapped gratings onto the camera, a CCD at the
bottom of the TEM column. The dark and bright port
detectors were isolated regions of pixels on the camera
defined during post-processing.
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